“LinearCube as an online service was a perfect combination of
what we sought” - Paul Berggren, President

Client
Crown Global Consulting, together with its Crown Educational Services division, serves the employee
selection and professional development needs of clients in education, non-profit, and business sector.
Crown Associates designs online pre-screening tools and employee selection interviews for client
trainings, third party final assessments, professional growth, and other personnel services.

Business Issue
Crown had activities having the potential to generate volume of documents and electronic resources
that can easily choke the productivity. As a company, supporting associates in multiple locations, file
cabinets were not an option for Crown.
Crown business owners needed a way to gather documents from clients and store multiple forms of
client information in a secure environment. In addition to this, they were also looking for features like
“easy searching” ability to find single documents or a group of records, and a “wiki” to collaborate
on documents in process. Business owners also wanted different access level for each associate based
upon their roles and needs. This would also give them freedom to organize their own "space" in the
system.
With the above they also wanted a simple process in which they could share the records with other
team members.

LinearCube’s Solution
LinearCube’s ContentCube is based upon Alfresco, a leading open source platform for document and
content management. Many features and modest cost of Alfresco are attractive, but managing the
hardware and software is not an easy task, but with LinearCube this becomes very easy.

About LinearCube
LinearCube's suite of products simplifies online collaboration. A simple online storage solution which has features like email
integration, version control, interactive previews and Microsoft® Office integration, make sure users have the latest version
of a document wherever and whenever they need it, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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LinearCube’s solution contains functionality like

 Create sites and administer team members who can view a site by an invitation system.
It can also assign privileges to those invited
 Provides a systematic and secure file storage process with flexibility to keep documents
private or easily share them with team members working both externally and internally
 Records are easily shared by forwarding URLs to each specific record. These
documents can be easily downloaded to share, and any team member may upload a
new document or a newly created version of a document to collaborate with other
team members
 User specific dashboard to customize personal wikis, preferred site storage etc

Benefits
ContentCube has many benefits and continues to grow as client’s business matures using this
solution






Robust storing capability
Hosted Solution , which means almost zero set-up cost
Version Control
Secure Access
Low maintenance cost

“Recommending this service to anyone trying to be more efficient, effective, collaborative, and
financially accountable with their document management needs” - Paul Berggren, President
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